
INCREASING CAMERA RESOLUTIONS AND RETENTION TIMES  
DRIVE NEED FOR NEW SOLUTIONS
Surveillance cameras are the biggest data generator on the planet, and 
data from surveillance cameras is growing exponentially. Surveillance 
footage is, of course, critical for security and loss prevention. It is 
also helping to make cities safer, smarter, and more connected—and 
even helping retailers grow revenue by analyzing shopper behavior. 
Surveillance camera resolutions are increasing, which increases the size 
of the files and the performance required. In addition, retention times 
are increasing due to the additional analysis of the surveillance footage.
For large-scale surveillance infrastructure—500 to several thousand 
cameras—high-performance, highly scalable shared storage solutions 
are required.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE PRIMARY SHARED STORAGE,  
DESIGNED FOR SURVEILLANCE WORKLOADS
Quantum’s reference architecture solution addresses the scale, 
performance, and management requirements for large-scale shared 
storage in surveillance. Based on the StorNext® File System—the world’s 
fastest file system for video workloads—Quantum’s solution combines 
a highly available and resilient HCI front end with high-performance 
StorNext shared file storage. Since surveillance cameras are always 
recording, StorNext has the performance to keep up with high-resolution 
camera data without dropping frames. And StorNext systems have a 
flexible architecture that can scale up or scale out to address varying 
camera counts as well as varying retention times.

SOLUTION BENEFITS
• Fastest Performance to Handle 

Constant Recording without 
Dropping Frames 
StorNext is the fastest file system 
for video workloads, and meets the 
performance needs of large-scale 
surveillance capture and retention.

• Flexible, Highly Resilient 
Architecture 
Quantum’s solution combines 
a highly available HCI front end 
with StorNext shared file storage. 
StorNext can be scaled out to 
handle more cameras, and scaled 
up to handle longer retention times.

• Designed and Engineered 
Specifically for Surveillance 
This reference architecture 
was designed and configured to 
meet the performance, scale, 
and management requirements 
unique to large-scale surveillance 
infrastructure.

FOR MORE INFO: www.quantum.com І 1.800.677.6268 

PRIMARY SHARED STORAGE FOR SURVEILLANCE 
High-Performance Primary Shared Storage  
for Large-Scale Surveillance Recording and Retention

https://www.quantum.com/?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=sb00207


Quantum has engineered this reference architecture specifically for surveillance workloads. 
This reference architecture can be configured for 500 to 2,000 cameras and can be configured 
differently based on varying retention requirements, from 30 days to a full year. The various 
configuration options are shown in the table below.

For more information, visit:  
www.quantum.com/surveillance-shared-storage

SOLUTION BRIEF

STORNEXT SHARED
FILE STORAGE

Surveillance 
cameras send 
video over 
TCP/IP network 

*Optional Failover: Primary Server synchronously replicates Virtual Machine running VMS application to a Secondary Server.  
If Primary Server fails; Secondary Server automatically takes over all responsibilities. 

VMS application running on highly 
available* server pairs stores 
video in StorNext storage pool 
using LAN or SAN connections 

StorNext stores all incoming 
video files on disk. 160 TB to 
many petabytes disk tier for 
incoming video 1 2 3

Each StorNext storage system can support: 
• Multiple Recording Servers (or Server Pairs) 

running the VMS application 
• Multiple Recording Server types and brands 
• Multiple VMS Applications 
• Multiple sites and geographic locations 

Quantum technology and services help customers capture, create, and share digital content—and preserve and protect it for decades at the lowest 
cost. Quantum’s platforms provide the fastest performance for high-resolution video, images, and industrial IoT, with solutions built for every stage 
of the data lifecycle, from high-performance ingest to real-time collaboration and analysis and low-cost archiving. Every day the world’s leading 
entertainment companies, sports franchises, research scientists, government agencies, enterprises, and cloud providers are making the world 
happier, safer, and smarter on Quantum. See how at www.quantum.com.
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StorNext and QXS Capacities For Varying Retention Times
Camera Count VS1110-A Nodes 30 Days 90 Days 180 Days 365 Days

500 2 1.1 PB 3.4 PB 6.9 PB 14.2 PB
1000 4 2.3 TB 6.9 PB 13.8 PB 28.2 PB
1500 6 3.4 TB 10.4 PB 20.7 PB 42.2 PB
2000 8 4.6 PB 13.8 PB 27.6 PB 56.1 PB
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